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The applicants – LR (Cayman Hotel) Limited (Marriott Beach Resort), Proprietors Strata Plan No. 89
(Seven Mile Beach Club), Proprietors Strata Plan No. 73 (South Bay Beach Club), Proprietors Strata Plan
No. 46 (Plantation Village) and Proprietors Strata Plan No. 49 (Tamarind Bay) – are seeking permission to
for the placement of 96 sand-filled mattresses along approximately 1000 linear feet of shoreline from
the Marriott resort down to Plantation Village (Block 13B Parcels 2, 193, 143), the placement of 26 sandfilled GeoTubes® in front of the Marriott (off-shore Block 13B Parcel 2) and the excavation of sand offshore from the Marriott (as shown in Figure 1 below). The proposal estimates the use of approximately
4,510 cubic yards of sand for the purpose of filling the sand mattresses and GeoTubes® and nourishing
the shorelines from Marriott resort to Plantation Village (Block 13B Parcels 2, 193, 143).
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Figure 1: Cropped image from the applicant’s site plan showing the approximate location of the proposed works.

Figure 2: Marriott looking north

Figure 3: Marriott looking south

Figure 4: South Bay Beach Club looking south

Figure 4: South Bay Beach Club
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The coastal works application forms state that the objective of the proposed works is to rehabilitate the
beach along the southern end of Seven Mile Beach, specifically in front of the Marriott Beach Resort,
South Bay Beach Club, Tamarind Bay and Plantation Village. The applicant’s submissions also state that
they aim to increase the amount of beach in front of the properties and increase the length of Seven
Mile Beach. Figures 2 to 6 illustrate the lack of beach at the properties. There has been some temporary
recovery of beach sediment following the north-westerly wind and wave conditions over the Christmas
period.
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Figure 5: Tamarind Bay

Figure 6: Plantation Village

Background
History of Erosion along Seven Mile Beach
Globally beaches are eroding due to anthropogenic influences, exacerbated by rising sea levels and
increased instances of severe storms caused by climate change. Regionally the Caribbean is suffering
from the loss of narrow but economically important beaches. Locally we are experiencing these losses in
areas such as Boggy Sands and other areas of Seven Mile Beach. Seven Mile Beach in particular is a
highly active beach with a long-standing history of documented cycles of beach erosion and accretion.
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In one of the applicant’s cover letters addressed to the Hon. Premier, they state that “Over the past two
years the beach has deteriorated so significantly that it has resulted in a visible impact on visitor
numbers and the guest experience at the resort.” Whilst the Department understands the impact a loss
of beach can have on a beach resort, it notes that this is not a new phenomenon. The main application
site, the Grand Cayman Marriott Beach Resort (previously the Radisson) has a long track record of
unsuccessful attempts at beach erosion prevention measures, ranging from erosion control mats with
artificial seagrass in 1999 to the installation of an artificial breakwater in the form of reef balls in the
early 2000s.
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In 2005, post-Hurricane Ivan, the Cayman Islands Government (Department of Environment) undertook
a major beach re-nourishment on the southern end of Seven Mile Beach, placing around 7,000 cubic
yards of beach sand from Regal Beach Condos (just north of the Marriott) to Crescent Point. The
nourishment exercise was designed by a coastal engineer in order to create a relatively stable beach
profile that would allow the beach to function normally for a period of time (in the order of several
years). However, it was recognised at that time that the nourishment was unlikely to provide a longterm solution as the erosion at the southern end of Seven Mile Beach is significantly worse than in other
areas due to the presence of hard structures such as seawalls and pool decks on the active beach.
For several years the Marriott and neighbouring properties have experienced seasonal accretion and
erosion of their beaches. Although accretion and erosion is natural for a beach system such as the Seven
Mile Beach, these instances of erosion have been worsened and the recovery of the beaches has been
slowed for a number of well-documented reasons. The below excerpt from the Beach Review and

Assessment Committee Interim Report1 (May, 2003) lists the following as contributors of the erosion
problems on Seven Mile Beach:
1. Development on the beach ridge and associated dune system has removed the rapid self-healing
capability from much of the length of the beach. Typically the dune system behind the beach
ridge would consist of sand reserves deposited over decades or centuries. During major erosion
events these sand reserves would be exposed and would form an important contribution to the
recovery by providing additional sand. Development on the beach dune system effectively
removes this reserve by locking it behind seawalls, buildings, covering it for carparks or
removing it for foundation construction.
2. Inappropriately sited structures, in particular seawalls, have been the root cause of almost all
the development-induced problems on Seven Mile Beach. When properly constructed and
properly sited, seawalls are an important means for protection from all but the most extreme
storms [National Academy of Sciences, 1995, page 222]. However, seawalls built within the
expected range of incursion of the shoreline will inevitably be at the water’s edge at some point
and will impede or deny both lateral access and the recreational use of the beach surface.
3. The Seven Mile Beach system has been described as a ‘leaky beach’ with potential for large
losses of sand through gaps in the outer reef. The western shelf seaward of Seven Mile Beach
can be considered as narrow with extremely deep water and steep slopes close to shore.
Consequently the loss of sand to deep water down the slopes of the outer shelf is potentially
large. The existence of large ‘rivers’ of sand (sand chutes) moving over the ‘West Wall’ to deeper
water and potentially out of the system has been demonstrated, but actual volumes of sand lost
from the system through these ‘leaks’ is not known.

Some 16 years later many of these issues still exist and have been worsened by the effects of sea level
rise.
A report by Ralph Clark to the Cayman Islands Government entitled “Investigation of Erosion Conditions
on the Seven Mile Beach Grand Cayman” in 1988 made recommendations for the protection and
management of Seven Mile Beach which included increasing coastal setbacks and siting development
away from the active beach. Over the years these recommendations have consistently been put forth by
the Department of Environment in reviews of development applications, but these recommendations
have consistently been ignored.

1

Beach Review & Assessment Committee. (2003) Interim Report May 2003.
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4. The Development and Planning Regulations have over the years not adequately protected the
beach and have significantly contributed to the problem by allowing developments to be sited
on the active beach relative to a continually fluctuating Low Water Mark. Additionally, historic
building practices have permitted the removal of large quantities of sand for foundation
construction and cement ingredients. Beach ridges have also been mined as a source of sand for
local building and road construction, a practice that still continues in all three Islands.
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Review of Application Submission
Given the scale of the proposed works (approximately 1,000 linear feet) and the potential for adverse
impacts in a Marine Protected Area – the Seven Mile Beach Marine Park- the Department commissioned
a firm of Coastal Engineers from Florida to review and comment on the application proposals.
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We enclose at Appendix One a copy of the review prepared by Olsen & Associates. The Coastal Engineer
that authored the review has 33+ years of coastal engineering practice including the design,
construction-review and monitoring of approximately 100 oceanfront beach improvement projects
throughout the world, particularly including the Caribbean basin and the Cayman Islands. He makes the
following key comments/observations:
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Unless the project is intended solely as an emergency erosion control measure – to armour the
shorefront structures against undermining and damage, without regard to a sand beach – the
project is wholly inconsistent with contemporary coastal engineering practice for beach
stabilization or enhancement along an ocean shoreline. It will not perform as described (except
to the extent that the marine mattresses placed against the seawalls may mitigate undermining
of the structures). It will not retain a sand beach amidst the geotube structures. It will retard
the natural seasonal accretion of sand along the shoreline by introducing hard, reflective
structures along the beach face that are ultimately deemed to be highly unaesthetic and prone
to damage.



The layout of the geotube groyne field does not make physical sense and is mostly inconsistent
with structural designs for beach stabilization/enhancement. Its dendritic layout is more akin
to the roots of a tree intended to hold soil as if on a hillside slope or riverbank; that is, not along
an open coastal environment.



The two embayment shapes created by the three southern principal shore-perpendicular groynes
(labeled A, B, C in Figure 5) with fish-tail heads, is somewhat consistent with the creation of
crenulate pocket-beach embayments (using T-head or fishtail groynes); but the width of the two
openings are too small – 40 feet – because this is both uncomfortable for bathers and conducive
to cause erosion through a “suck-and-draw” effect of waves moving into and out of an
embayment through a narrow opening. (Pocket beach cell openings are usually >70+ ft wide.)



The intermediate spurs near the landward ends of groynes A and C – located within 50 feet from
shore – will induce beach erosion (through wave diffraction effects) because they are located too
close to, and semi-parallel with, the shoreline.



The presence of the geotubes, as proposed, does not promote or stabilize the accretion of
beach sand. Instead, it can retard or resist sand accumulation because the geotubes are
smooth, reflective surfaces. They may block the longshore transport of sand (or on/offshore
transport in the case of the north-end groynes), but only at the cost of inducing erosion on the
downdrift side. Structures do not manufacture sand; and in an under-nourished or sediment-



Generally speaking, even if the geotube groyne field was properly designed, construction of a
groyne field on an open coastline – amidst an otherwise continuous beach (given that the
Marriott beach continues another 680-feet to the south) – is typically imprudent practice.



It is implausible that a 1-ft thickness of sand placed atop the shorefront mattresses in the surfzone would remain in-place amidst this otherwise erosional environment – that is, without a
beach nourishment project that is much greater than that which is proposed, or without natural
sand influx that wholly buries the mattresses with a very much thicker and wider deposition of
sand.



The proposed shorefront mattresses can provide undermining/scour protection along the
foundation of the seawalls; but they will not promote a sand beach. Instead, their reflective,
impermeable surface will retard natural accretion of sand. Upon construction, the mattresses
will displace any sand beach that currently exists, and the post-project shorefront (in absence of
major renourishment or significant seasonal influx of sand) will be armoured by sand bags, not a
sand beach. A visual example of this is shown in the figure below, where shorefront armouring
by the proposed Tencate mattresses was constructed along Kaanapali, Hawai’i. The
structures protected the oceanfront walkway but do not provide for a practically usable sand
beach. It is an armoured beach. Another example includes Waikiki Beach (c. 2017) – where the
mattresses arrested erosion, but the beach in this area is more or less cordoned off from use by
the public (per my correspondence with colleagues in Hawaii, this date.)

Proposed mattresses deployed along Kaanapali Beach, HI.


Generally speaking, the use of sand-filed mattresses or shore-parallel geotubes is a riverbank
stabilization method – or an emergency shorefront measure. It is not otherwise appropriate as a
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deficient environment (such as this), they may only impound some sand at the detriment to other
shorelines. The overall submerged groyne layout has no rational basis, precedent, or
justification.

6
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solution for oceanfront beach erosion, particularly along a resort shoreline where an attractive
recreational sand beach is expected.
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No certain sand source is proposed to fill the geotubes & mattresses – or for beach nourishment
– but a suggestion is made that the source may be “local deposits” presumably including the
nearshore beach. As such, diverting 2075+995 = 3,070 CY from the natural beach environment
to fill geotubes & mattresses – structures that can be expected to result in beach erosion (or
retarded beach accretion) -- appears to be very imprudent.



The plan proposes 750 cubic yards (CY) of beach nourishment along the ~280-ft Marriott
shorefront, and 690 CY along the 680-ft southern shorefront. That equates to only 2.7 cubic
yards per ft along the Marriott property, and 1.0 cy/ft along the rest. With an active beach
profile height of at least 7-feet (seabed at -3.5 ft and berm at +3.5 ft), the Marriott fill of 2.7 cy/ft
and the south beach fill of 1.0 cy/ft equates to a maximum beach fill advance of 10.4 feet and
3.9 feet,respectively. The actual advance would be much less than this, because the existing
beach along the seawall is over-eroded. Thus, there would be little or no net realized
nourishment (widening) of the beach beyond the mattresses; and, indeed, no net cover (burial)
of the mattresses.



The description of the sand-filled geotextile containers as “soft structures” is a misnomer. This
term is used to differentiate geotextile containers from rock, concrete, or timber armor. Sandfilled geotubes and mattresses are anything but “soft”. They are very hard; basically
impermeable (relative to a sand beach); highly reflective (with no wave absorption like boulder
structures); and very difficult to completely remove. The presumption in the design proposal
that their elevation can be increased by stacking tubes is not realistic. That requires a wide,
pyramidal structure – and the top tube will often roll off the stack anyway, during wave events.



Our firm, including me, has significant and pioneering experience with the use of sand-filled
geotextile tubes on beaches – including at Duck NC, Bald Head Island NC, Amelia Island FL, and
Port Canaveral FL. These have been mostly used for demonstration and/or emergency projects
(or required in lieu of rock boulders, such as at Bald Head Island NC). Even when built with ultrahigh-quality coatings, the geotubes’ actual life-span in an oceanfront environment (3 to 7 years,
at most) is far less than that described in the proposal, and they are highly unaesthetic especially
for a resort setting. A summary of their characteristics is presented as follows, based upon 25+
years of experience with design, construction and maintenance of sand-filled geotubes along
ocean coastlines.
•

Of primary note: geotubes are highly “unaesthetic”

•

Geotubes have a limited life. At Bald Head Island, N.C. (an isolated location with
somewhat limited public access): approximately 5-7 years. This is with a very expensive

epoxy coating. They are at best a “temporary” structure. An inherent weak point is their
seams.
•

Geotubes are subject to vandalism and deflation from penetration by floating debris
during storm events.

•

Geotubes will grow an algae outer-coating in the inner tidal zone which is slippery when
walked upon by beach users. The algae coating is dangerous and likewise unattractive.

•

They are an attractive nuisance and hazard to beach users and in particular to children.

•

They can be a hazard to navigation and typically necessitate signage.

•

Unless chocked, or partially buried, they are subject to rolling out of place during storm
events.

•

Once perforated they are very difficult (and in most instances impossible) to successfully
patch.

•

They do not absorb wave energy, but rather reflect wave energy.

•

Without a properly designed underlayment (not just a simple flat geotextile fabric) they
will subside into the seabed thereby compromising their design intent. Some tube
products will change shape over time thereby changing their design height. They
become flatter.

•

They are very difficult to deploy in a sophisticated pattern or shape – without significant

•

A large portion of the cost of construction is mobilizing the appropriate (and unique)
equipment used to fill them. Hence, single tube replacement can be very expensive.

•

Stacked tubes are typically unstable – difficult to construct and maintain.

•

To a large degree, they are the erosion control structure of last choice.



Particularly when compromised, sand-filled geotextile containers present an aesthetic that is
wholly contrary to the guests’ expectations of a resort along Seven Mile Beach.



Overall, an understanding of the littoral & erosional processes along the subject property, and a
description of the rationale for the project design and its ability to meet project objectives –
relative to accepted coastal engineering standards -- is not presented in the project proposal. As
described above, the expectations of project performance are not substantiated by prior
constructed beachfront projects with similar design features.



The proposal recommends collection of directional wave data by two monitors, but
collection or analysis of this data will not change the overall situation or meaningfully inform
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“compromise” to the intended design concept.
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the beach management options. The beach erosion problem is fairly evident, and increased
knowledge of the local wave field is not likely to change the mid- or long-term strategy.

Comments & Recommendations
Given the clear and definitive advice provided by Olsen & Associates, the Department urges Cabinet to
refuse permission of this proposal. However, the Department recognises that it is unacceptable for the
Marriott and property owners along the southern end of Seven Mile Beach to be expected to continue
with no option for shoreline rehabilitation. The Department is of the view that a Government-led
renourishment exercise should be conducted along this coastline. This recommendation was relayed to
the Ministry of Environment on 26 November 2019 and an urgent meeting with the Ministries of
Planning and Environment was requested, but we have not received a response to-date.
The Engineering Report commissioned by the DoE, prepared by Olsen & Associates, endorses a beach
renourishment exercise and provides specific comment and details as follows:
1) The presently proposed plan is untenable and inconsistent with accepted coastal engineering
practice. It will not achieve the described performance. It will be ultimately deleterious to the
Marriott, Seven Mile Beach, and the Cayman Islands. The proposed plan should be rejected by
the Marriott and by the Government.
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2) The preferred and recommended alternative is beach nourishment along the Marriott and
southerly-adjacent 680-ft shorefront (about 1000 feet total). A minimum beach fill of 12 cubic
yards per ft alongshore (12 cy/ft) would result in a net beach width advance of about 50 feet
from the seawall at mid-tide-level (and a reliably dry beach width of at least 15 feet), considering
the existing over-eroded conditions. Along the Marriott, that equates to about 3,480 cubic yards
of beach fill (2,660 cubic meters). But the project will not function unless built along the entire
1000-ft shorefront. A minimum 12 cy/ft project along the 1000-ft shorefront would equate to
12,000 cubic yards of beach fill (equivalent to 9,180 m3). An overall minimum beach fill quantity
of 12,000 cubic yards is recommended.
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3) Given the difficulty and current cost of procuring beach fill sand, I realize that beach nourishment
is an expensive endeavour. In Jamaica, which likewise has limited beach compatible sand for
nourishment, we recently imported over 8100 CY of sand for a single resort to completely restore
and renew its oceanfront. That sand came from Ocean Cay, Bahamas – wholly beach
compatible and very attractive, and readily available – at an in-place cost of probably about
US$125/CY. Accordingly, at that valuation, a 12,000 CY beach project may cost on the order of
US$1,500,000, if delivered from the Bahamas. Apportioned among the four resort properties
along 1000-ft of shorefront, the individual cost may be in the order of between $300K and $450K
per property, by shorefront length, without subsidy.

4) A volume of 3,480 CY along Marriott is only 655 CY (23%) greater sand volume than the proposal
to fill geotubes & mattresses and to provide de-minimus beach fill that would result in basically
no advance in beach width.
5) The other parallel and reliable solution is selected local strategic retreat. Any opportunity to
remove at least parts of an existing seawall to create additional upland for the beach is a means
to create reliable beach recreation area and guests’ wading entry to the sea. It exchanges some
upland terrace areas for valuable beach area that does not otherwise rely upon seasonal
fluctuations, beach nourishment, or structures. This option is becoming more increasingly
adopted in the face of rising sea levels and diminishing natural beach sand supply.
6) I would finally note that, in my experience, misappropriate beach management – such as
unaesthetic geotubes-mattresses and/or an over-eroded beach – has far reaching consequences
to the Cayman Islands beyond just the subject property. Guests’ perception of an ugly, absent,
or unusable sand beach along one major property quickly spreads like a cancer to the remainder
of the beachfront, warranted or not. The reputation of Seven Mile Beach as a whole can become
rapidly tarnished by the lack of beach (or an unattractive, unusable beach) at a few discrete
properties along SMB. Accordingly, prudent action to ensure the value and attractiveness of the
beach along any few single properties along SMB is of great overall value to all of the properties
along SMB and the Cayman Islands in general.
The Department supports the recommendations made by Olsen & Associates and reiterates its
request for a meeting with the Ministry of Environment and Ministry of Planning to discuss the
logistical arrangements for a Government-led nourishment exercise to assist these properties.
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Technical Review Committee – Department of Environment
On behalf of the Director, Department of Environment
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APPENDIX ONE – OLSEN & ASSOCIATES REVIEW
OF COASTAL PROPOSED REHABILITATION
WORKS
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Wendy Williams
Timothy Austin

CC:

Gina Ebanks-Petrie, Jerrica Wood
Dept of Environment, Caymans Island Government

FROM:

Kevin R. Bodge, Ph.D., P.E.

DATE:

18 November 2019

RE:

Evaluation of proposed beach stabilization
at Grand Cayman Marriott, SMB

The following presents my coastal engineering technical review of a proposed beach
stabilization scheme at the Grand Cayman Marriott Hotel, Seven Mile Beach, presented by Little
Environments PLLC, with drawings dated 9/3/2019.
The Marriott resort comprises approximately 290 feet of oceanfront near the south end of
Seven Mile Beach (SMB). There is approximately 680 feet of shorefront between it and the
nominal south end of the SMB strand, where the sand beach intersects a rock outcrop at Crescent
Point and there are various beach structures further to the south. See Figure 1, following page.
The Marriott resort property, as built, has experienced chronic beach erosion conditions
over at least the last twenty years. This is mostly tied to a strong, seasonal swing in beach width
– whereby this south end beach is typically widest in February to June, and narrowest in
September to December. That is, the beach normally “returns” in January and remains fairly
wide through early summer; however, it is my understanding that this did not occur in 2019.
Conditions of little or no dry beach along the seawall were certainly prevalent in 1999
and 2002. (See Figure 2, following page.) This led the Marriott to install submerged reef balls
in late 2002 – still visible in the current aerial photograph – in an attempt to restore the beach.
There is no evidence that the submerged reef balls provided any net benefit to the beach along
this shoreline. (In fact, it is noted that the March-September 2003 beach width, after reef ball
installation, was narrower than in any of the prior five years before the installation. But, the
installer took advantage of photographing a natural seasonal expansion of the beach in February
2003 to claim that the beach width was caused by the reef balls, not by natural sand shifts.i )
Seasonal and annual changes in beach width measured at the Marriott (presumably by staff) from
1998 – 2003 are illustrated in Figure 3, following page.
Existing conditions along the Marriott are illustrated in Figure 4. The proposed beach
project is illustrated in Figure 5, with annotations and color added in the figure.
olsen associates, inc. | 2618 Herschel Street | Jacksonville, FL 32204 | 904.387.6114 | FAX 904.384.7368
www.olsen-associates.com.
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Figure 5: Proposed beach plan, from Little Environments PLLC/AMR, dated 9/3/2019.
Additional color and text have been added to highlight key features of the plan.
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The proposed plan is described in two sections, which I label in Figure 5 as Zones 1 and
2. Zone 1 (“Trial Zone”) is the 280- to 290-ft Marriott shorefront, and Zone 2 is the 680-ft
shorefront south of the Marriott, including South Bay Beach Club, Tamarind Bay, and Plantation
Village.
Zone 1 (“Trial Zone”) includes (a) 26 sand-filled geotubes, of which 23 are placed in four
groin-like dendritic patterns, and 3 are placed as “scour protection” along the southwest edge of
the reef-balls, (b) 28 sand-filled mattresses placed as beachface armor along the
shoreline/seawall, (c) 750 cubic yards (CY) of beach nourishment, (d) 2,075 CY of sand required
to fill the geotubes and mattresses, and (e) geotextile underlayment. Deployment of two
directional wave monitors is also noted.
Zone 2 includes (a) 68 sand-filled mattresses placed as beachface armor along 680-ft
length of shoreline/seawall, (b) 690 CY of beach nourishment, (c) 995 CY of sand required to fill
the mattresses, and (d) geotextile underlayment.
The sand-filled geotubes are 35-ft long and 18- to 20-ft circumference. (That equates to a
6-ft diameter; but a filled geotube of that size will typically repose to about 8-ft width and 1.5- to
2.5-ft vertical height, as described.) The geotubes are to be placed and/or filled to a crest
elevation “just below Mean High Water”, and higher where the geotubes extend onto the
beachface. Note that placement to just below MHW means that the geotubes will be exposed at
low-tide, by about 1-ft, vertically.
The sand-filled mattresses are to be 10-ft wide (alongshore) and 18-ft long, 0.5- to 1.0-ft
thick. They are typically used in riverbank slope stabilization and related flood mitigation
projects. The mattresses are intended as a “beach core”, placed or nourished to allow for a sand
veneer coverage of 8- to 12-inches atop the mattresses (and/or geotubes), and otherwise specified
as 1-ft vertical cover sand overtop. The design states that “If the beach has accreted between the
time of the bathymetric survey and the time for installation, it is recommended to install the
mattresses further out [seaward].”
Observations and Comments.
1. Unless the project is intended solely as an emergency erosion control measure – to armor the
shorefront structures against undermining and damage, without regard to a sand beach – the
project is wholly inconsistent with contemporary coastal engineering practice for beach
stabilization or enhancement along an ocean shoreline. It will not perform as described (except
to the extent that the marine mattresses placed against the seawalls may mitigate undermining of
the structures). It will not retain a sand beach amidst the geotube structures. It will retard the
natural seasonal accretion of sand along the shoreline by introducing hard, reflective structures
along the beach face that are ultimately deemed to be highly unaesthetic and prone to damage.
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2. The layout of the geotube groin field (shown in red, Figure 5) does not make physical sense
and is mostly inconsistent with structural designs for beach stabilization/enhancement. Its
dendritic layout is more akin to the roots of a tree intended to hold soil as if on a hillside slope or
riverbank; that is, not along an open coastal environment.
3. The two embayment shapes created by the three southern principal shore-perpendicular groins
(labeled A, B, C in Figure 5) with fish-tail heads, is somewhat consistent with the creation of
crenulate pocket-beach embayments (using T-head or fishtail groins); but the width of the two
openings are too small – 40 feet – because this is both uncomfortable for bathers and conducive
to cause erosion through a “suck-and-draw” effect of waves moving into and out of an
embayment through a narrow opening. (Pocket beach cell openings are usually >70+ ft wide.)
4. The intermediate spurs near the landward ends of groins A and C – located within 50 feet
from shore – will induce beach erosion (through wave diffraction effects) because they are
located too close to, and semi-parallel with, the shoreline.
5. Again, the dendritic layout and fully closed basin created by the combined north-end groins
(C) is not justified by any prior constructed or theoretically described coastal structural layout.
6. In brief, the presence of the geotubes, as proposed, does not promote or stabilize the accretion
of beach sand. Instead, it can retard or resist sand accumulation because the geotubes are
smooth, reflective surfaces. They may block the longshore transport of sand (or on/offshore
transport in the case of the north-end groins), but only at the cost of inducing erosion on the
downdrift side. Structures do not manufacture sand; and in an under-nourished or sedimentdeficient environment (such as this), they may only impound some sand at the detriment to other
shorelines. The overall submerged groin layout has no rational basis, precedent, or justification.
7. Generally speaking, even if the geotube groin field was properly designed, construction of a
groin field on an open coastline – amidst an otherwise continuous beach (given that the Marriott
beach continues another 680-feet to the south) – is typically imprudent practice, unless the groin
field is built continuously along the entire shoreline after demonstrating that beach nourishment
of itself if not sustainable. It is standard coastal engineering knowledge that an isolated active
groin field placed along an otherwise continuous littoral strand – such as at the subject site, even
though it is currently eroded – is not consistent with standards of practice for prudent beach
management because of the inherent impacts of a groin field to adjacent shorelines.
8. The rationale and/or benefit of constructing the 100-ft long submerged geotube breakwater
along the southwest edge of the reef balls (with unstable 100-lb sand bags placed below) is
unclear. The reef-balls have demonstrated little benefit to beach stabilization, and it is unclear
why the reef-ball feature would be augmented with additional submerged structure. What is the
benefit of preventing scour along the southwest edge of the reef-ball installation versus the
impact of placing unsightly geotubes that have little environmental habitat function?
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9. It is implausible that a 1-ft thickness of sand placed atop the shorefront mattresses in the surfzone would remain in-place amidst this otherwise erosional environment – that is, without a
beach nourishment project that is much greater than that which is proposed, or without natural
sand influx that wholly buries the mattresses with a very much thicker and wider deposition of
sand. While it is not uncommon to construct a hard-structure “core” buried within a dune or the
far landward edge of a beach – as an emergency barrier to prevent upland damage during severe
storm events – such structures are only appropriate when buried under many feet of sand in a
dune or buried behind a wide beach. Else, the structures become chronically exposed to the sea
and inherently retard the retention or accumulation of sand. A stable sand beach requires a deep
permeable sub-base of sand -- and not an impermeable, reflective substrate such as a sand-filled
geotube. Practical experience reliably demonstrates that a 1-ft layer of sand in the
intertidal/wave run-up zone will slip off of a hard structure like water running off of a sloping
metal roof….unless there is otherwise a massive influx of sand – which does not exist here.
10. The proposed shorefront mattresses can provide undermining/scour protection along the
foundation of the seawalls; but they will not promote a sand beach. Instead, their reflective,
impermeable surface will retard natural accretion of sand. Upon construction, the mattresses will
displace any sand beach that currently exists, and the post-project shorefront (in absence of
major renourishment or significant seasonal influx of sand) will be armored by sand bags, not a
sand beach. A visual example of this is shown in Figure 6, where shorefront armoring by the
proposed Tencate mattresses was constructed along Kaanapali, Hawai’i. The structures
protected the oceanfront walkway but do not provide for a practically usable sand beach. It is an
armored beach. Another example includes Waikiki Beach (c. 2017) – where the mattresses
arrested erosion, but the beach in this area is more or less cordoned off from use by the public
(per my correspondence with colleagues in Hawaii, this date.)

Figure 6.
Proposed
mattresses
deployed along
Kaanapali
Beach, HI.

Figure 7 shows an example where the proposed Tencate mattresses are placed along a riverbank
for purposes of erosion control. In that location, they perform as intended. But the Grand
Cayman Marriott is an oceanfront beach resort; it is not a riverbank that has no recreational
expectations. This is not to question the effectiveness of the sand-filled geotextile products, but
to question the appropriateness of its proposed application at the subject Seven Mile Beach site.
The project does not nearly include sufficient beach nourishment to bury shorefront mattresses.
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Figure 7: Riverbank erosion control using the proposed Tencate geotextile containers.
(From the Tencate website.)

11. Generally speaking, the use of sand-filed mattresses or shore-parallel geotubes is a riverbank
stabilization method – or an emergency shorefront measure. It is not otherwise appropriate as a
solution for oceanfront beach erosion, particularly along a resort shoreline where an attractive
recreational sand beach is expected.
12. A project design recommendation (“Adaptive Engineering Design… Little, 19 March 2019,
page 7) is that the mattresses should be placed “further out [seaward]” in the event that the beach
advances. This is inconsistent with accepted coastal engineering practice [whereby any hard
structure should be kept as far landward as practicable] and reveals the design’s fundamental
misunderstanding that a hard structure placed at or near the shorefront will “protect” or enhance
the recreational sand beach. Instead, placing a hard reflective structure at or near the shoreline,
particularly within the wave uprush zone, will erode the sand beach.
13. No certain sand source is proposed to fill the geotubes & mattresses – or for beach
nourishment – but a suggestion is made that the source may be “local deposits” presumably
including the nearshore beach. As such, diverting 2075+995 = 3,070 CY from the natural beach
environment to fill geotubes & mattresses – structures that can be expected to result in beach
erosion (or retarded beach accretion) -- appears to be very imprudent.
14. The plan proposes 750 cubic yards (CY) of beach nourishment along the ~280-ft Marriott
shorefront, and 690 CY along the 680-ft southern shorefront. That equates to only 2.7 cubic
yards per ft along the Marriott property, and 1.0 cy/ft along the rest. With an active beach profile
height of at least 7-feet (seabed at -3.5 ft and berm at +3.5 ft), the Marriott fill of 2.7 cy/ft and the
south beach fill of 1.0 cy/ft equates to a maximum beach fill advance of 10.4 feet and 3.9 feet,
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respectively. The actual advance would be much less than this, because the existing beach along
the seawall is over-eroded. Thus, there would be little or no net realized nourishment (widening)
of the beach beyond the mattresses; and, indeed, no net cover (burial) of the mattresses.
15. The description of the sand-filled geotextile containers as “soft structures” is a misnomer.
This term is used to differentiate geotextile containers from rock, concrete, or timber armor.
Sand-filled geotubes and mattresses are anything but “soft”. They are very hard; basically
impermeable (relative to a sand beach); highly reflective (with no wave absorption like boulder
structures); and very difficult to completely remove. The presumption in the design proposal
that their elevation can be increased by stacking tubes is not realistic. That requires a wide,
pyramidal structure – and the top tube will often roll off the stack anyway, during wave events.
16. Our firm, including me, has significant and pioneering experience with the use of sand-filled
geotextile tubes on beaches – including at Duck NC, Bald Head Island NC, Amelia Island FL,
and Port Canaveral FL. These have been mostly used for demonstration and/or emergency
projects (or required in lieu of rock boulders, such as at Bald Head Island NC). Even when built
with ultra-high-quality coatings, the geotubes’ actual life-span in an oceanfront environment (3
to 7 years, at most) is far less than that described in the proposal, and they are highly unaesthetic
especially for a resort setting. A summary of their characteristics is presented as follows, based
upon 25+ years of experience with design, construction and maintenance of sand-filled geotubes
along ocean coastlines.
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Of primary note: geotubes are highly “unaesthetic”
Geotubes have a limited life. At Bald Head Island, N.C. (an isolated location with somewhat
limited public access): approximately 5-7 years. This is with a very expensive epoxy coating.
They are at best a “temporary” structure. An inherent weak point is their seams.
Geotubes are subject to vandalism and deflation from penetration by floating debris during storm
events.
Geotubes will grow an algae outer-coating in the inner tidal zone which is slippery when walked
upon by beach users. The algae coating is dangerous and likewise unattractive.
They are an attractive nuisance and hazard to beach users and in particular to children.
They can be a hazard to navigation and typically necessitate signage.
Unless chocked, or partially buried, they are subject to rolling out of place during storm events.
Once perforated they are very difficult (and in most instances impossible) to successfully patch.
Accordingly, they can deflate very quickly. (See Figure 8, following page.)
They do not absorb wave energy, but rather reflect wave energy.
Without a properly designed underlayment (not just a simple flat geotextile fabric) they will
subside into the seabed thereby compromising their design intent. Some tube products will
change shape over time thereby changing their design height. They become flatter.
They are very difficult to deploy in a sophisticated pattern or shape – without significant
“compromise” to the intended design concept.
A large portion of the cost of construction is mobilizing the appropriate (and unique) equipment
used to fill them. Hence, single tube replacement can be very expensive.
Stacked tubes are typically unstable – difficult to construct and maintain.
To a large degree, they are the erosion control structure of last choice.
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17. Particularly when compromised, sand-filled geotextile containers present an aesthetic that is
wholly contrary to the guests’ expectations of a resort along Seven Mile Beach. See Figure 8.

Figure 8:
Damaged geotubes, on beach; typical.

18. Overall, an understanding of the littoral & erosional processes along the subject property,
and a description of the rationale for the project design and its ability to meet project objectives –
relative to accepted coastal engineering standards -- is not presented in the project proposal. As
described above, the expectations of project performance are not substantiated by prior
constructed beachfront projects with similar design features.
19. Description of probable erosion causes along the Marriott that include “foot traffic onshore
and in the water” [speculated to result in 2,121 to 172,016 cubic yards of sand displacement in
the Caymans per year], has never been recognized as a significant cause of beach erosion in the
literature – to my knowledge, over many decades – and it is unlikely to be considered a
significant cause of erosion at the Marriott. The impact of cruise ship moorings upon littoral
processes at this site, considered in the analysis, is also unlikely to be a significant cause of
beach erosion along the Marriott. The analysis dismisses the significance of accounting for sea
level rise. Despite lengthy description of wave records, the analysis fails to acknowledge the
more fundamental and widely recognized reality that sand seasonally shifts north and south
along this coastline, and that the resort infrastructure physically encroaches too far seaward upon
the zone of natural beach fluctuations.
20. The proposal recommends collection of directional wave data by two monitors, but
collection or analysis of this data will not change the overall situation or meaningfully inform the
beach management options. The beach erosion problem is fairly evident, and increased
knowledge of the local wave field is not likely to change the mid- or long-term strategy.
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Recommendations.
21. It is acknowledged that the Marriott property (and the adjacent southern properties) are
experiencing both current and long-term seasonally acute beach erosion problems, and that a
“do-nothing” approach is not likely sustainable in the near-, mid- or long-term. With that
understanding, the following observations and recommendations are made.
22. The presently proposed plan is untenable and inconsistent with accepted coastal engineering
practice. It will not achieve the described performance. It will be ultimately deleterious to the
Marriott, Seven Mile Beach, and the Cayman Islands. The proposed plan should be rejected by
the Marriott and by the Government.
23. The preferred and recommended alternative is beach nourishment along the Marriott and
southerly-adjacent 680-ft shorefront (about 1000 feet total). A minimum beach fill of 12 cubic
yards per ft alongshore (12 cy/ft) would result in a net beach width advance of about 50 feet from
the seawall at mid-tide-level (and a reliably dry beach width of at least 15 feet), considering the
existing over-eroded conditions. Along the Marriott, that equates to about 3,480 cubic yards of
beach fill (2,660 cubic meters)1. But the project will not function unless built along the entire
1000-ft shorefront. A minimum 12 cy/ft project along the 1000-ft shorefront would equate to
12,000 cubic yards of beach fill (equivalent to 9,180 m3). An overall minimum beach fill
quantity of 12,000 cubic yards is recommended.2
24. At least initially, beach nourishment in lieu of structures is a prudent beach management
measure to determine its effectiveness – before committing to costly and very highly uncertain
coastal structures such as described in the subject proposal.
25. Given the difficulty and current cost of procuring beach fill sand, I realize that beach
nourishment is an expensive endeavor. In Jamaica, which likewise has limited beach compatible
sand for nourishment, we recently imported over 8100 CY of sand for a single resort to
completely restore and renew its oceanfront. That sand came from Ocean Cay, Bahamas –
wholly beach compatible and very attractive, and readily available – at an in-place cost of
probably about US$125/CY. Accordingly, at that valuation, a 12,000 CY beach project may cost
on the order of US$1,500,000, if delivered from the Bahamas. Apportioned among the four
resort properties along 1000-ft of shorefront, the individual cost may be on the order of between
$300K and $450K per property, by shorefront length, without subsidy.

1

A volume of 3,480 CY along Marriott is only 655 CY (23%) greater sand volume than the proposal to fill geotubes
& mattresses and to provide de-minimus beach fill that would result in basically no advance in beach width.
2

It is my understanding that prior government beach fill of perhaps about 7,000 CY after Hurricane Ivan in
September 2004, though small, provided improved beach conditions along this shoreline for some time thereafter.
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26. The cost may be less for alternate, nearer sand sources – such as from Cuba. However, I
have no contacts for sand sources in Cuba. It is possible that the quarry sources in Cuba that
provide concrete sand to the Caymans would likewise have beach-compatible sand; and this is
worth consideration. (In Florida, we are currently purchasing large amounts of beach-compatible
sand from upland quarries that produce concrete sand, for purposes of beach nourishment. We
require a sand specification that is slightly different than the concrete sand, yet it is readily
achievable by the quarry at a favorable cost.)
27. An attempt to stabilize the sand renourishment by, say, a field of properly engineered 4 or 5
T-head groins along this ~1000-ft shorefront could be considered in the future. But typically,
this consideration is made only after it is determined that unstabilized beach nourishment is
unsuccessful or unsustainable of itself. Introduction of a structural groin field along an otherwise
continuous shoreline (albeit at the nominal south end of the SMB strand) changes the character
of the beach and could present adverse consequences to the adjacent shorelines, particularly to
the north. A proper structural groin field is a rational possibility, but generally advised only after
demonstration that unstabilized renourishment (no structures) is not a long-term solution.
28. In any event, the other parallel and reliable solution is selected local strategic retreat. Any
opportunity to remove at least parts of an existing seawall to create additional upland for the
beach is a means to create reliable beach recreation area and guests’ wading entry to the sea. It
exchanges some upland terrace areas for valuable beach area that does not otherwise rely upon
seasonal fluctuations, beach nourishment, or structures. This option is becoming more
increasingly adopted in the face of rising sea levels and diminishing natural beach sand supply.
29. I would finally note that, in my experience, misappropriate beach management – such as
unaesthetic geotubes-mattresses and/or an over-eroded beach – has far reaching consequences to
the Cayman Islands beyond just the subject property. Guests’ perception of an ugly, absent, or
unusable sand beach along one major property quickly spreads like a cancer to the remainder of
the beachfront, warranted or not. The reputation of Seven Mile Beach as a whole can become
rapidly tarnished by the lack of beach (or an unattractive, unusable beach) at a few discrete
properties along SMB. Accordingly, prudent action to ensure the value and attractiveness of the
beach along any few single properties along SMB is of great overall value to all of the properties
along SMB and the Cayman Islands in general.

My observations in this report are based upon 33+ years of coastal engineering practice,
including the design, construction-review, and monitoring of some 100 oceanfront beach
improvement projects throughout the world, particularly including the Caribbean basin and prior
experience in the Cayman Islands. Many or most of these projects have included innovative use
of structures (including pioneering use of geotubes). Accordingly, I am confident of my
comments described herein. I likewise believe that the consensus opinion of all of my coastal
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engineering and beach management colleagues, with similar practicioner experience, would be
fundamentally identical to that which I describe in this report, in regard to the proposed project.

Please contact me at 904-387-6114 or kbodge@olsen-associates.com if you have any
questions regarding these observations.

Kevin R. Bodge, Ph.D., P.E.
President, Olsen Associates, Inc.
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